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UNIT 1. MEDIA ACCESIBILITY 

ELEMENT 3. WHAT IS UNIVERSAL DESIGN 

USERS VIEW ON PARTICIPATION IN 

DESIGN PROCESSES  

Other Video Transcript 

 

Voice 1  EASIT, Easy Access for Social Inclusion Training. 

 

Voce 2 This is Unit 1, Media Accessibility, Element 3. What 

is universal design?  

 This video contains interviews with four different 

users. We talk about the importance of user 

involvement in the processes of designing 

products and services. 

 In the video you will meet Inger Rålenius, Camilla 

Ejdestig, Mike Malmer and Anna Hammarlund.  

 Anna got support from her parents during the 

interview. The interviewer is Ester Hedberg, The 

Swedish National Association for Dyslexia. 

 

Inger Rålenius  My name is Inger Rålenius. I am an advisor at The 

Swedish National Association for Dyslexia. I have 
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reading and writing difficulties, dyslexia. I have 

during many years taken part in many tests and 

workshops. 

Ester Hedberg  Are there services on the internet that is too 

difficult for you to use? So difficult that you don't 

use them at all? 

 

Inger Rålenius I think I do what I need on the internet. For 

example, buying tickets or booking a trip. But of 

course, I avoid it if I can. I rather call in my order. 

Something stressful is when there's a timer 

counting down. I do hate that. But I still do it. 

Ester Hedberg Have any authority or company invited you to be 

involved in the process of developing a new 

product or service? Or perhaps when they are 

improving a service or product? 

Inger Rålenius I have been involved in many different user tests. 

Many of them are about online services or 

websites. I think it usually is very interesting to 

do. I have always been well received. The tests I 

have been involved in have usually been 

authorities or larger companies. It has been fun, 

and I do appreciate to be able to influence these 

services. Above all when you are involved from the 

very beginning of the process. 

Ester Hedberg Do you feel that they are listening to you? 
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Inger Rålenius Yes, I feel that they listen to me. Since I have a 

difficulty to read and write. I pointed out the 

importance of speech synthesis on websites. And 

that you can reach the company or authority by 

phone. Often when I pointed this out, I felt they 

thought it was a good point. Most of the 

workshops and test I've done have been a positive 

experience. 

Ester Hedberg Do they compensate you for your involvement? 

When you participate in workshops, focus groups, 

user tests or interviews? 

Inger Rålenius I have been doing user tests for many years. In 

the beginning, maybe seven to eight years ago. I 

never got compensated, maybe a movie ticket 

sometimes. But during the last three years, I 

always get compensated. For all workshops and 

user tests, I have been involved in. I think that is 

important and correct. Because it is an important 

job I do for the developers. 

Ester Hedberg Do you believe it is important that users are 

involved in the process of designing products and 

services? 

Inger Rålenius Yes, user involvement is important. Even if you 

have reading and writing difficulties or not. To be 

included in a product we are supposed to use. The 

users are the ones that know what they need. 

Many times, I've tested almost completed 

products. Then the developers have had to back 
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up three steps. It is much better if we are included 

from the start of the process. 

 

Mike Malmer  Hi, my name is Mike Malmer. I am 40 years old 

with reading and writing difficulties. 

Ester Hedberg Why is it important for you as a user to give input 

on services and products? 

Mike Malmer Because I am the one using it. If I don't know...If 

you have a plan and you do it. You give it to me, 

and I only use it once.  

Ester Hedberg Because it's not working? 

Mike Malmer Yes, because it's not working, and I don't 

understand the point of it. 

Ester Hedberg Okay. 

Mike Malmer Might be too long or too complicated. 

Ester Hedberg Do you want to be involved from the beginning? 

Mike Malmer Yes, because it cost both time and money. Then 

you need to redo the project. 

Ester Hedberg If it's not working? 

Mike Malmer Yes. It's better to ask questions first. 

 

Camilla Ejdestig  My name is Camilla Ejdestig and I have aphasia. I 

had a stroke...about 13 years ago. 
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Ester Hedberg Do you think it is important that all users are 

involved in the process of developing services and 

products? 

Camilla Ejdestig Yes, it is. Someone that has some sort of 

disability. 

Ester Hedberg Why is it important? 

Camilla Ejdestig Because we experience things differently. When 

you are injured or born with a disability. Then you 

have different resources to...to work with. 

Ester Hedberg Is it important to be involved early in the process? 

Or can you be involved in the end to test the 

finished product? 

Camilla Ejdestig Early, so nothing goes wrong. So, you don't have 

to redo everything. 

Ester Hedberg Have any authority or company asked you to be 

involved and tell them what is good and bad for 

you when it comes to products and services? 

Camilla Ejdestig Swedish Health advisors ...have relatives and 

patient advising... MTM (Swedish Agency for 

Accessible Media). 

Ester Hedberg Do you have anything else you want to add about 

-the user's involvement in developing a new 

service or product? 

Camilla Ejdestig It is important to...involve users with a 

disability...I have it inside my head, but it will not 

come out...In an early stage. 
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Anna Hammarlund My name is Anna Hammarlund and I live with my 

parents for now. I am blind. I was born that way. 

You see my parents behind me. 

Jenny Hammarlund My name is Jenny Hammarlund and I'm Anna's 

mother. 

Hans Hammarlund My name is Hasse, Anna's father. 

Ester Hedberg If you need to do something on the internet, how 

do you do that? 

Anna Hammarlund I can't do it myself, so my mother does it for me. I 

never learned to do it myself. My mom and dad do 

that. For example, Facebook and other things. 

Ester Hedberg So, it is your mom who do it to access... 

Anna Hammarlund I can't do it myself with my eyes. I am born blind 

so I can't do that. 

Ester Hedberg Do you think there is any way to make it possible 

for you to use, for instance, Facebook? 

Anna Hammarlund I can't do it myself. Things for that doesn't exist. 

Jenny Hammarlund We have tried to arrange it many times, but it is 

complicated to understand. It has been hard but 

Anna is interested in it. 

Anna Hammarlund Yes, I am. 

Jenny Hammarlund We do use Facebook. For all relatives and friends, 

those things are important. They are answering 

and liking things. We think that is fun. 
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Anna Hammarlund Yes  

Jenny Hammarlund It is the collection of it and when you can't see 

where things are. It's the system itself. 

Hans Hammarlund Anna has an intellectual disability. That means 

that she doesn't understand any of the visual aids 

that exist. They are too complicated to use for her. 

It shouldn't be like that. 

Ester Hedberg Has anyone ever asked Anna, or you as a family, 

what Anna need to be able to do more on the 

internet by herself? 

Hans Hammarlund Yes, I have been in touch with a lot of companies. 

We have talked about these things. But none 

found it interesting to develop this special kind of 

solutions. It's not profitable. 

Ester Hedberg You can start your TV, radio or computer yourself? 

Anna Hammarlund They are on all the time. 

Ester Hedberg Do you start the computer yourself? 

Anna Hammarlund I can't start the computer, mom and dad do that. I 

have a speaker that I turn on by myself. I turn on 

what I want to listen too. 

 

Voice 2 This video was prepared by Ester Hedberg from 

the Swedish National Association for Dyslexia and 

produced by Ester Hedberg and Rio Hellgren from 

the Swedish National Association for Dyslexia. 
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Copyright and disclaimer: The project EASIT has received funding from 

the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships for 

Higher Education programme, grant agreement 2018-1-ES01-KA203-

05275.  

The European Commission support for the production of this publication 

does not constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the 

views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible 

for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 
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